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20. nternal clocks, a bound on simultaneous measurement, and quantum-like
effects in very weak, or intense fields.

This fantasy about conservation in cellular arrays was inspired by this first
conference on computation and physics, a subject dettined to produce profound
and powerful theories. I wish this essay could include one such; alas, it
only portrays images of what such theories might be like. The "cellular array"
and Von Neumann's work on self-producing machines. This essay exploits many
unpublished ideas I got from Edward Fredkin. The ideas about field and
particle are original; Richard Feynman persuaded me to consider fields instead
of forces, but is not responsible for my compromise on potential surfaces.
I also thank Danny Hillis and Richard Stallman for other ideas.
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Klarin Minsky -4- Nature Abhors An Fmpty \'cuum

ANGLE and APERTURE. In real optics it takes twice the aperture, for any given wacelcnlth. to halve a
beam's divergence -- while "optimal" encoding of the angle should only need a single extra "bit" -- another
hint that nature uses "Base-i" codes for photons -- perhaps because only Base] codes could let a dicrme
mechanism "add" fast enough to make things linear at lightspeed. {6).

FREQUENCY AND TIME The angular precision of a real photon depends only on how many wavelenths
cross the aperure. So one can keep a beam's shape fixed while shrinking aperture and wavelenth both --
and that must mean the wavelength information must be stretching longitudinally -- just as implied by the
energy-time form of Heisenberg's principle. 47).

II.- ....... SPHERICAL SYMMETRY

No regular lattice is invariant under rotation, Euclidean or Lorentz, since it needs different information 10
move along different axes so. just as waves in crystals show Bragg diffraction, "discrete vacuums" must show
angular anisotropies (that might reveal themselves on some small scale of size or extreme energy). But we
won't touch such problems here -- because I reel they've deflected almost everyone from more important.
finite things! Physics has to face some day those problems anyway -- of finite geodesic, differential, and
isotropy, because (I'll argue) they already lurk beneath the surface of our modem theories. But here our main
concern is seeing how a discrete world could have some other ordinary properties on ordinary scales We'll
just note several possibilities. }8).

LIQUID [ATTICF MODl.. One could imagine cell connections so randomly irregular that, in the large,
the spa:e is isotropic -- like water, which is almost crystalline from each atom to the next, but isotropic on the
larger scale But then. to build our packets into such a world, we'd have to find transition rules insensitive to
local cll -connection fluctuations.

CONTINUOUS CREATION. Instead of starting with a liquid vacuum, we could randomly insert new cells
from ume to time. This would cool and redshift cosmically old photons (by lengthening their unary
frequency counters) and uniformly expand the universe. But, again, it would be hard to design things to
survive such changes without chaning.

SIERICAl PROPAGATION So little is known about approximating isotropic propagation in regular
laiKes that we can only pose some problems:

I I)ewribe a cellular array m which local distiarbasets cause as),'iptotically spherical expanding movejronns. I
don't think much would come from seeking this in finite difference equations, because one must bound the
%ana&k-. One can mvent constructions that sh)wly grow increasingly spherical polygons -- but a solution of
physial interest must propagae at ilhhpeed. The next section suUests doing this with an "exchange
pamnick' mechanwn. I suspect some such technque may be necessary -- physically to transfer inforaion
, o...ne" plce to another, to mainin ng-,ange metric constraints.

2 I)err,he a celh lar 0My in Whr "perudies" Ienr inerse square forres on one arohevr.. oh only Iighl-rpoif
Am- Such s, ,ms concerned physics long before relauvit but "ether" theorists never Afund good sohAtiims.

Ow dea %,, foi p.rtick- contnumisly it) mit forcc-aies thi increment other particle moment. IM
hen the infgwmatlwm (onic•t of such wase\ *rnld nm ai. their inlensittkc deca -- and it wo l be
iem.empntihk -A ili I \ ho ttd im inftrrton dteirit, 1(11
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%1M1 Xhnsk S• Nttui: \,hao, Al 1-1unpl) Vacuum

S nvcrs-quare .,nd %eak-ficld informatin problems. u it IleCes a probahl% cquiialen prohlcm of how
cach particle could approximac a uniform sphcrical diuiribution of its pcllets. Another %ariation fills the
universe with a % of hight-specd momentum peilets whoe "shadows" cause inverse-squarc forces. This
transfers the tsotropl, burden to the universe as a wholc. Lnfortunately (according to Feynman (Kef 1J) this
tox) quickly dragp everything to rest within the distinguished inertial frame of that isotropy. {S}.

CURVATURE. Suppose a spherical force field were known to have emerged from a "unit charge". Now
represent that field by marking space itself as a famil) of equipotential surfaces. 'hece markings need no
further locl information at all, because the field mntensitq at any point can be determined just from local
curvaure. I'he trouble is. for such a field to act on any particle, the particlc will have to to find that curvature
-- and when that curvature is very small, the particle must probe great distances. How. then, could any
particle reqxnd as though the interaction works at lightspeed? We have an answer, shortly.

Ill.- ....... FIELDS

The idea of field abandons that of foce, and only asks the vacuum to constrain some local quantity. This
promises to reduce information density, just as a single differential equation replaces infinite summations in
Huyghen's principle. It might seem natural to start applying difference equations (instead of the partial
differential equation of physics) to discrete quantities (instead of continuous vector fields). But that won't
work for us. because it needs precision beyond bound -- which would make the computations take so long
there'd be no link between causality and speed of light. {9).

"Acuon at a distance" was solved by fields -- by writing nature's laws in differential form. But what of "action
at a differential distance"? Modern theories still assume that nature can use methods that are infinitely rapid
and precise. (When wave-cquations specify relations between partial derivatives, how can the vacuum
measure and compute those "informational infinities".) To be sure, a discrete theory asks its cells to acts upon
their neighbors. But there, where distance is itself defined in terms of "that which interacts" it's really quite a
different kind of question.

We've all become so comfortable with "real" numbers that we've come to think they're really real -- and then
we grumble when our theories give us series that make us pick and choose which terms to keep or throw
away! I'll argue that the finite view might show us how to make such choices. But let us set philosophy aside
and try to make mechanics come directly from the field, avoiding all derivatives and real numbers. We'll try a
scheme in which the state-change laws control a family of surface, to operate directly on the field's "shape".

AIE( HANISM /: FIEI.D AS SURFACE WiTH EXCHANGE FORCE

Consider now a classical potential field. To represent the field, we'll simply "mark" those vacuum cells tha
happen to be near some closely-spaced potentials. I I 11. Then to obtain mechanics, the structure needs a way
to act on clarge: each Lime a particle crosses a surface it adds, to it kinetic energy, a unit vector normal to itt
surface This

i I) clhminaics the need for a kcal gradient comptloion
(it) silmplifit'S inleICtin,, fiw the panrkle.
(Il pernit% light-%pced redc1k)n on the field

Ho% toomeid a p.ink Ic co iptit th.i %II Il.euc ni i iin ii + iih', h.% in , i p.m 41. iol.atr.d c% pi a.o t itml' A trick
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Nl~ I' \ik II M146- Naltne Abhors An Empty Vacuum

proper trajectory! 'Ibis is because cach surface. in this discrete space, is locally composed of polygons- that
separately, supply components as the particle goes through!

Each surface micro-polygon is normal to a lattice axis. so the particle necd only add a unit scalar censtant to
its kinctic energy component along that axis. This sol'cs the particle's derivative prohlicrn.1121). But hoa can
thc field maintain those surfaces? Some sort of local "force" must work to move them in accord with the
Laplacian,

dxat) dy kdyJ dz (dz)

so some physical activity must represent the informnation in those derivatives. We now propoyse only a sketchy
" approach" to this. hoping the reader won't be tip%ct when left in 'hopeless tangles of loose ends. We'll fill the
vac'uum with a gas of light-speed "exchange" photuns -- call them "ghotons" -- that bounce between, and
push apart adjacent surfaces. A perfect gas won't do, because the "pressure" must depend on local distance
between surfaces -- so we'll give every X-surface element an X-ghoton. to bounce between that surface and
the rext, and same for Y and Z. (To ensure a single photon for each oriented surfacec element, each element
emits ghotonr. continually -- but returning ones annihilate the ones they meet.)

I11C ficki iItI1%1t% FEii4'to% d*/dx. etc_ aft- inac~rwi toI the axi.il piitjcctkirs I hov 1 intvrmrf.wV
41.111,g C% I .IVIKCc tVwII x-%iir(A' v ek-int'n %et- . t itru wl~' c rhou',, v~o I Y1FIx inolonvi1%. 1 Iieffie the
111111 11 1r IiI~t -Ik%1% piI ii'riiti,'i too I-% -- iti l i c t io'r p iv,% trc" I. pioI,'r4 g~I I t Io Ih It-flld F% P I dilt S~o



Marvin Minsky - 7- Nature Abhors An I-mpty Vacuum

dx dx dx

'Ibis shows how differentials can emerge, in spite of local finiteness, by using "exchange forces". My intuition
is that even if mechanics were continuous -- but still had information limitations, some process like
"exchange" would still be needed. ('he extra factor d4b/dx could be taken out, by ghoton-counting tricks,
but actually it cancels anyway when Maxwell's scalar equation is re-written in terms of surface motion rather
than potential change at a point. Would this reveal a fatal flaw because, when weak fields change, the surfaces
must move faster than light?)

'o realize the wave equation, the ghotons must cross-interact so as make the Laplacian sum accelerate the
potential -- but I don't see exactly how to do this. If each surface of an analogous family of continuous
surfaces were to emit ghotons in proportion to area, the pressures would be in equilibrium when the
intcrsurface spacings are just like those of a Coulomb field with the same curvature. But it looks hard to make
a discrete version of that, and I'll only mention some of the problems.

'[he wave equation's second time derivative means velocity must be represented, not just position -- we'd
nccd to, anyway, for representing field momentum. '[here's room enough because both gas and surface
clcennts are one-dimensional (velocity could be coded into ghoton-trains). We also need machinery to keep
the surfaces smooth -- perhaps by some exchange inside the surfaces. Surely the whole thing must be done
with a vector potential. Best of all would be to find a way to do without thosc surfaces at all, to leave the field
as nething but a cloud of interacting ghotons -- from which particles could directly draw momentum, as
Robert Forward pointed out to me. 113).

Given so many problems, is the subject worth pursuit? I think it is because our present theories have such
weak foundations. We tend to view (for instance) terms of Feynnian diagrams as mere approximations --
because Ae see them as low-order terms of power series. Our finite information theory hints, instead, that
those exchange devices are what's really real -- because there must be something physical to transfer
information. And then (oh, joy) those scary analytic integrals become the artifacts -- originating from the
error of continuous approximation to something that by nature is discrctc

AfECHANVISM 2: INTERACTIONS BETH'EN DISPERSEI) QUANTITIES

how could two packets ever interact. if information is dispersed in space? Consider a collision between two
bolics A and B whose momentum information is very precisely specified -- hence very large in si.c. In

lasMical physics momentum is itself distributed, and in quantum ticory its probability amplitude. But in a
drete theory what is dispersed is neither momentum itself -- nor its probability -- ut the information that
defines it. 'Ibis gives the problem a different character, one of access to information. What happens when "A
reaches R". if some of I's momentum information lies halfway across the galaxy?

If A mus "know" the farthest fringe of B's momentum-data, the interaction must be dcla)ed -- confirming
neither classicil nor quantum expectation. It seems to mc there's just one way a discrete vacuum could
approxinate a classical collision: by "estimating" the dispersed particles' momenta. In order that they
interact at all. the particles must work Aith less than ,ll the iafonn.tion classically required. So now we'll
sketch a tichmc for prompt, conwcratitc Interaction th it doc,,n't at hivc'e all its goals, but illusrates again
how d0'ret' m4itels kid ts qu.antun -like phcmoririm. \°c shill a',,imc ih. it 'A vid II eincr:it it isb lcause

III At som e',. %1 , 1 c l ot m . 1 1 '\ t'' mi., ois ',, II t h wlt i )lt i ci iil p.oti','' Imi I CU|,om I ,ire
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Because of estimation errors, the scattered momentum sums need not exactly equal the initial sums, so we
need an "error conservation" mechanism:

2b. Each scattered particle leaves a "receipt" with the other, recording how much momentum was
actually removed. The "event locations" of (2a) are the receipts from previous interactions, because

they contain information needed to estimate the new "real" momenta.

We shall assume further that

2c. The new trajectories are determined only by the "estimates"; the receipts go along invisibly until

combined into subsequent interactions.

It might well seem more logical for "receipt" momentum to continuously cancel, between interactions, against
"observable" momentum. However that would violate least action, producing interference patterns

corresponding to curved trajectories.

If we combine mechanics in this way with unobservable receipts, deterministic systems show some qualitative
features that resemble quantum, mixed-state systems. Thus one can always measure the "real" momentum in

Event 1 by the location of Event 2. But one cannot yet "observe" the "receipt" momentum of Event 1.
because it is not until Event 2 that it first combines with any "real" momentum -- which cannot be "observed"
until some subsequent Event 3 -- by which time it is already mixed with another estimate! And so on. One
can never simultaneous measure both estimates and receipts, though all adds up eventually. And all this

involves no probabilities at all, just temporary inaccessibility of information!

Estimates and receipts also permit tunneling -- interactions that involve more momentum than aa.ilahle. All
is repaid when receipts eventually return their information in new esumates, but every partcle at every
moment carries some invisible receipts not measured yet. The model can even show some qualitatfse features
of quantum interference; if eser two particles were involsed in the same interaction, they can share identical
receipt information that gives them some coherent. "same random" properties in later mteractiors Perhaps

anY information-limited mechanism for conservation and fast interaction needs some such two-p in scheme

Could anything like Ihis yield "correct" quantum mechanics' Almost surely not. since that wouiJ slbe the
"hidden variable" problem -- %hich probabl) has no solution under lightspeced limitations i % ithout that
limitation. one might imagine ways to make the in'. isible receipts diffuse eig dKallh tk'l1,CCn I il[tac tions
gathering information: and using that to control the distribution of tNeni Isut that eploration ,ould have
to procced arbitrarily much faster than light -- and it *ould not help it .ippcal to an cns'"mhhc of mnilar

situations, since some needed information lie', outside the relevant hght-unc I It s hard to itse cauahl , hut

better to face facts. 1141.

Alf( HANISM 3: PAR I7CL.S 4% 'koDUI( TS Of 1 4( I1 It ATI 1R,4[/ON

Why do oe ha%, parcllc~s iAith rest mass! I'll argue that they're ne ed i, t,,nt r~c ficl' We ha'.' ,uppoed
that fields u.c As- I in ordcr ito h fast. Wh.at h.spcns, Ahen i fitId gi.t. ', intense that fin ( iu r s4rfacr

mtdicll rwicthh'r plnc .irc forted iopc..,her' Mu i thci' infirriii.n ht '.strmed" No h,..tsut." their N A
kiipllC 'C L.n prosidi th . it s lAsi LL n thrc%,htld ,,t initn, i, i!,, I ,,, t.iti st'. ru h, i t ih'fliN i.
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Mari in Minsky 9- Nature Abhors An L'mpt) V,:uum

To be concrete. we go back to that field-surface rcprcscntition. and propose that: when fied-surfaces are
forced into contact thoy are replaced - in pieces -- b) "Base-2 abbrevations". Now, this "abbreviation"
process must bc almost instantaneous, or else the threatened information will be permanently lost. But
then the lightspeed limitation means that this "abbreviation" can't depend on much! So we "deduce" that

3a. Each "abbreviation" replaces a standard unit offield

Since the locally compressed surfaces are nearly parallel, we need only to retord a single spatial orientation:

3b. Each "abbreviation" contains a single unit direction vector.

Perhaps this is why "spin" comes in absolutely standard units The potential energy of the compressed field
must also be recorded -- and (3a) means that its magnitude is a fixed "quantum"

3c. "Abbreviations" carrfi red amnounts of potential energy.

The surfaces of squashed, time-dependent, fields also contain momentum to be conserved

3d. Each "abbreviation" carries a (variable) nmonentum vector.

If the energy encoded in these 'abbreviations" is c%er to interact again, or c'en to decay baLk to, field, they'll
need to be able to do some computation, hence

3c. "Abbreviations" must nove at less than lhghtspred

|Mese properties so unmistakabl) resemble particles aith rult mass that We .onjecture:

Particles with rest mass are compressed densel)-encoded represeniations of fragments oi una-r r4d

Since the rest mas corresponds to the potentiAl enerj$ drawn from the field in (). the velocit9 of(3e0 a
determined b) the momentum drawn from the field in lId) Thus we "deduce" (without rclattit)') that if
energy and momentum are conscrsed throughouL then

If 4 panr le'i rrst mas is portporimvia'vio thre potential ep'ee'g, of th/e d aonsummid edr create it.

V m th% fantjs it n purc(l to. prewr'e encrgp And m'trntum of %Uolg fields, that %c rut, sUffer the
,( it Ji ion 'i( paflnxles i htc au , fI n,, oit h, inter( to irmpa. i i' fTTnt'0in c Od(' is dic i *,%h to conserve

Itimnaiw.oiii fh1" re iuflns "ah'hreiation,' must l wc 1-*,J ind .it T,mlw they muit act miranl) too.
kL.USausC we oani keep re ulng that uatiacn of extendmng i ti'nr',,iun h re-coding Tob sure. there am
man, emtadns mntemwcdta beltwen Ka, I and H,,. thc atter Art(- the mom c.tomp.ct pmlhle cles.
thl j.4'r Use cniK khdng 4.poc% thAt "imalt de7 ml tht fewr %,, rkrnamn for dificrent panrtiIc to
skirte %aw at 5 ec must wi' t'mith(r %irf'1c, , a himo4 rulklc ,r mwrc interAttbons iii which particle
it, nlili<". , , hoinsed of k-i nilt 'l , * ,I . 'o , i, I ii .l qk .l tih ti
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that road.

Ah~ Particle cre'.Itiuii canngi)i cons ri c all uf a fit IJ's "'I'~d1 g.Ii*

I his is betausc it Bc 2 partiC moC eSslower 01ha1 Its f'ield J11J takes time to deLiJI
re'turns its information ito its field, this A ill happen it some reniolt "A ron?" pIAL.C 5 ~
uuilfiguration of the field m Ill hasec been changed. We speCulate fl~t cpi ~peries lb ,ia'i r, iI - ,U
itnpcrfL~t attempts ito conser~c the otrinaung field'- ((ipolog).

M 1.( CH.A N.0 4: ( *X.S / R110X JON ) .4 % D I M

What happens to the torn edges of those disrupted surfaces" Ciold onv %imp!. tTW

eqUipotenill (Ph~sicaI1'.thc idea seems nionscnsiaLJ -- hut veil gi. lrC 0ta ~l~.a~fr
potential shells mAould seeni equile~nt to creating dipokc pairs (if LhTii:-c So. ITAking Lhirk' ait

tupology " pro% ided tha1t 6il they're made in pairs and itIi the% carr (h ir(je f]Lcld Ilik V EhL FW'J
'1o I.' the eXtent that Lhai ges represents abbrc% iatcd topology, ~~ ~tile ~

charges neser sanish.

Can %ce pursue this down to dhe %or) lattice elements' Mechanism WI argues that a Lk.-Il t

abbrcs iitc the surface nor-mal of the collapsing field. lIt at1 lattice re011lution there are rno -nit -L L f,
miL rCOPIC collisions between axis-parallel "field-surface polygons-. I hese hase thretL All N.TTY mu f L I*r

cai h ith eight dicrent signed mays that dihedial edocs can meet surfaces (and other m., 1, -s J
cdeiN , t) collide). Ahbrcsiatin2 an) such csent replace% Some local field Lonfigur.a:it-ri TN,.

oriented Alxis)-O(bject).

I-Ach SUch sub-ckementary escnt creates a pair of thdesc AO'%. ai~d each inust skxon he Joitit J -T
other axes -- hut those may be quite far away. depcinding on the fields direct-1on ,osire'" \N'
scarcely imagine creating an obsers able particle from a single AO -- %ith its single-axi. I , rI .!

better ito wait until enough AO's combine to make a "genuine" momentumr ictor HIfo oj'
find their cOMPlementS? IbeC Simplest Scheme mould keep cacth A0 attached toi its %,a~e '

propelled by unbalanced ghotons until another IS ecXouintered, then a "2/3 AC)' is forms l I tm,
orne axis will be twice represented -- so the two of theni must wait to cantxl A ith at, appr,;,t,. i
and so forth Of course that "so forth" is pure bluff. li e said too muk h alread%. and real ph 1, V,

of hetter reasons why and how sub-elementary particles must be bound by unohser~abh laIrve fork *

1I -------- SUMMARY AND CONCTUSION

We started with the idea that in a cellular array. no field can work a( lightspced C%,aP! %0. ht I
information codes. We found that to approximate a Coulomb field need% something like Jr l .i1J
1-inAlly we saw that *'Base-2" things with "rest niass" must emerge from suitably intense a-clc s IsI V

u'nscrse information before it's squeeted to death. So. starting with a simiple, finite Field idea, wce rdtd ^itl
a Lluttered world of sluggish, complicated objects with queer Interactions, internal stru. ture%. caL iusioi !k,%~C
and short-range forces.

( oncr%.tion alsoi caused **uncertainty" to invade our simple world, because die local finitcne-,s riairc"' that
all infonnmation he dispeirsed. 'I o maike fast Interaction possible at all. and cinsersatmon too Simi. thilt r''u~l
kee(p thk honks -- and m e proiposed J coimplic~itcd systctm (if 'ci ents". fC IpiY and 'csi in oc' \ti)1

OI~i h 'mpcr ~heiesthatpetnutbot e~ct onsesatoii.in lihtsced iAtion' I H Imi s~ ii t~I
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113: Einergy). The surface-ghoton impact ratc is proportional to thc field's potential energy density. (Mh
imnpact raite per surface element is proportional to ficld intensity, and so is the number of surface clements per
unit volume. Hence the impact density scales with energy.) 'Ibis could prodmce a space curvature
proporuonal to energy. -- if every ghoton-photon event caused the photon to hesitate for a moment! Could
some .anlogous processes yield spacctime curvature?

114: Events) It certainly seems unlikely that there is any way to define deterministic "events" to be consistent
with quantum facts. (Some might prefer alternatives with no "events" at all, as in a quantum theory With
amplitudes but no probabilities but then we must suffer the dreadful spectre of Schrodingers cat.) Perhaps it
migt still be possible to approximate the standard view (in which "observations" replace mixed states by
pure states) in discrete models with symmetrical past-future state-change rules -- i.e., with bidirectional
causality. The basis of this thin conjecture is just that this permits global constraints to hold in spacctime
regardless of lightspecd limits, hence opens again the hidden variable problem.

It might be worth exploring "discrete phase" models in which states can cycle through some large but finite
group of phases. Then one should obtain some "all possible paths" phenomena, and interesting kinds of
interfecrence. A remarkably simple example of such an array, that can "scl f- reproduce" arbitrary spatial
patterns at remote locations, was discovered by Frcdkin and described in (Ref. 41.

115: Reversibility). That is, unless the basic state rules themselves arc reversible. Frcdkin has shown local
time-rcversibility to be compatible with many cellular array computations, and it would certainly seem of
physical interest to consider timc-revcrsible vacuum-state rules, for in some sense they would conserve
everything. lRef. 5).
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